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“A new age of consumers has risen, and with them comes a desire for information 
that is not only mobile and visually stunning, but comprehensive and immediate.” 

 

RTV has been consistently delivering the best since 1999 
 

Jason LaVanture – RTV Founder/ VP 
 

 
The process of selling a home in today's market has moved far beyond planting a “For Sale” sign in the yard. 
Modern buyers and sellers alike demand a more comprehensive approach that uses the latest technology.  

Many of the top agents today are using the proven power of RTV to professionally market their listings, both 
online and off. The RTV property marketing system is a comprehensive virtual tour creator and marketing 
engine, expressly designed to help real estate professionals capture more listings, serve clients more 
efficiently, and close leads faster. 

RTV virtual tours are far more than a series of eye-catching photos and scrolling panoramic scenes. Our 
concept is very simple, and powerfully effective. The numerous features of the RTV system make it easy for 
home buyers to receive a truly accurate view of a property and its surroundings—directly from our 
interactive media player. 

Real Estate listings 
with interactive 

media and a virtual 
tour receive 50% 

more views. 

Welcome to RTV 

Welcome to Fusion: Interactive virtual media that's so much more 
than a virtual tour.   Only from RTV. 

 



  

 

 

  

   

 

 

  

Welcome to RealTour Fusion 

Our Fusion platform combines high-definition still photos, 
interactive panoramic images, and captivating full-motion 
video into a single, lightning-fast, rich media presentation. 
It's like nothing you—or your clients—have ever seen. It's 

more than a tour...it's interactive virtual media. 

Click HERE to explore the entire RTV Tour Gallery 

84% of home 
buyers begin 

their search for a 
home on the 

Internet. 

http://www.realtourvision.com/tourdemos.php
http://www.realtourvision.com/tourdemos.php


Fusion is a complete turnkey system that includes everything you need to shoot, create, host, publish, and 
distribute your own interactive virtual media, with your branding—no watermarks or forced ads. To help 
you start using Fusion right away, all systems include an in-depth training session and ongoing, unlimited 

technical support. We've trained more than 4,000 virtual tour providers on our powerful system. 
 

3 Steps to Seamless Success 
 The highly flexible RTV system will support ANY digital camera! 

Our exclusive X3 rotator allows your camera to manually capture 
images in a circular area at pre-specified intervals. Our interactive 
virtual tours support 360-degree panoramic images, vertical 
panoramas, partial panoramas, still images, and full-motion video. Once 
the photos for each scene are captured and transferred to a computer 
equipped with Fusion software, the images are automatically stitched 
into flawless panoramic images with a single click—no manual 
stitching required! 

Simple Graphical User Interface = FAST Creation! 
Once your still images, panoramas, and video clips are uploaded to our 
media servers, they’re automatically identified, compressed for fast 
load times, and resized to enable high-definition playback.  Simply: 1. 
Drag and drop your images in the order you would like them to appear 
in your presentation, 2. Add scene descriptions, 3. Select your flyer 
template, 4. Add any hot spots or floor plans, 5. Choose one of our five 
computer-generated voices to narrate your tour, 6. Be sure to turn on 
one of our four lead capture tools, and 7. Print out your QR code, and 
you’re ready to publish! 
 
 

1.  Shoot 

2.  Create 

3.  Publish 
One-click publishing and weekly reports! 
Publishing your virtual tour is as simple as clicking. Fusion features 
one-click publishing to your website, YouTube (where the title and 
description are added automatically), Realtor.com, and Craigslist. You 
can also link your presentation on popular sites like Trulia, Zillow, 
HotPads, and more with a single click. Be sure to use our non-branded 
link on your MLS system and our fully branded link on your personal 
website. Your sellers will love Fusion's weekly reports, detailing all 
their online listing activity. 

Process Overview 



  

  

 

 

  

 

  

Fusion at a Glance 

 

Most tour engines feature huge, 
slow-loading files. Fusion not only 
loads quickly, it also entertains 
during buffering. Visitors can view 
your brand and property details as 
the media loads in the background. 

Next, the user is shown the tour 
interface, with additional property 
details such as precise location and 
MLS information. The interactive 
virtual media player is now ready 
to launch. 

As the tour begins, viewers scroll 
through pictures and videos with the 
toolbar at the bottom, or clickable 
hot spots on the images. Buttons 
alongside the images direct the 
viewer to access additional details. 

Our Tools page is laid out so that 
home buyers can press a single 
button to contact the agent, print a 
brochure, bookmark the tour, share 
with social networks, use our 
mortgage calculator, check out the 
listing's Walk Score and area map, 
burn the tour onto a CD, and much 
more. 

Our Property Information page 
displays detailed information about 
the property—amenities, beds, 
baths, price, square footage, and 
more.  This page also features a full 
property overview, and allows 
visitors to grab the printable flyer. 

Once a viewer connects with a tour, 
it’s essential that they’re able to 
connect with YOU.  Agent contact 
info is listed at several points 
throughout the tour, and our agent 
information page makes contacting 
you a snap. There's also a featured 
link to your interactive tour gallery. 

Fusion is an incredible system. It's the only platform that gives you the ability to combine full-
motion video, HD stills, and panoramic images to deliver a truly immersive experience for the 

viewer. In addition, Fusion integrates detailed property information that's only a click away 
from the visual presentation, to tell the full story of each listing. 



 

 

  
Dual Interactive Virtual Media Player 

RTV combines the agility and speed of Adobe Flash for desktops, and HTML 5 for 

mobile users, to create a powerful virtual tour engine that's capable of displaying HD 

stills, panoramas, and full-motion video at lightning-fast speeds. Whether your content 

is viewed on a mobile device or a PC, the result is equally breathtaking. 

Mobile Tour 2 

RTV’s technology is smart and intuitive. When a viewer is browsing your presentations 

with a web-enabled phone or mobile device, our virtual tours automatically display the 

HTML 5 mobile-compatible version to ensure maximum compatibility. Furthermore, 

we track your mobile hits and QR code scans, and write them to your hit report each 

week.  Have a gyro-enabled phone or device? Even better! Simply pan, tilt, and move 

interactively through panoramas and scenes within virtual tours by steering your 

device in the direction you'd like to navigate. 

 

EZ Planner 

Adding a floor plan to a virtual tour incorporates a new dynamic to an already 

powerful, visually stimulating marketing tool. However, the problem has always been 

that the software for creating floor plans is costly, and most programs come with a 

hefty learning curve. But Fusion’s EZ Planner is affordable and intuitive, with an easy-

to-use interface that instantly connects your floor plan to your interactive virtual tour 

for you! 

Fusion Features 



 

  
Active Plans 

What good is a floor plan if it's hidden in the background, and only becomes available if 

the user clicks on a floor plan button to view it? With RTV’s Active Plans, you can 

instantly integrate a floor plan into your virtual tour—whether it's created with our EZ 

Planner, or any other floor plan software. Your floor plan remains in place over the 

image while users pan from room to room. Active Plans also support hot spots, and 

show users what part of the room they’re looking at with a quick-view directional 

compass. 

 

AudioPal 

RTV’s new AudioPal allows you to choose from five natural-sounding, computer 

generated voices to automatically narrate your virtual tours.  AudioPal simply reads the 

text-based scene descriptions as the images transition in the Fusion player. For further 

customization, you can also upload a professional voiceover, or insert individual scene-

by-scene narrations with your own voice! 

 
Cloud Recorder 

Other platforms that support voiceover narration require you to use third-party 

software to create your narrations. But with RTV’s advanced Cloud Recorder, you can 

simply use your computer's built-in microphone and your Internet connection to add 

high quality, whole-tour or scene-by-scene narrations to any or all of your online virtual 

tours. 

 

MyAudio 

Do you have a preferred collection of royalty-free music clips that your clients love? Now 

you can save even more time by uploading your favorite audio files to your MyAudio 

library for future use. No need to continually upload the same clip over and over again—

we store your clips right in your profile for quick access. 

 

Fusion Features 



 

  

Fusion Features 
AstroZoom 

Looking for a way to WOW visitors and customers with your virtual tours? Fusion’s 

latest and greatest feature grabs viewers’ attention with something they’ve never seen 

before: an outer space fly in! AstroZoom lets you zoom in from outer space, directly to 

your property or business. We’ll create a powerful, visually stunning video that starts 

with a view of Earth from space, and then slowly zeroes in on your listing or business. 

 

CraigsLister 

We all know how much traffic real estate listings on craigslist get but the trouble for 

most people is the time it takes to generate a nice looking ad, post it and also 

remember when to publish it to the site again. CraigsLister does all this for you. With 

the click of a button your craigslist ads are automatically generated and our browser 

plug-in tool makes posting your ad on craigslist literally as easy as drag and drop.   
 

Email Trapper 

Ever wonder who is sending your virtual tours, and to whom? The new Fusion Email 

Trapper gives you a list of the sender and recipient.  

If you’re an aggressive marketer and want to quickly build an email list of home 

shoppers, the Email Trapper will notify you each time your virtual tour presentation 

is sent. This is a perfect lead mining tool for agents who send monthly newsletters to 

home shoppers and sellers.   
 



 

 

  

Fusion Features 
Single Interactive Virtual Media 

RTV’s HTML 5 and flash based virtual tour engine displays HD stills, panoramas, and 

full motion video in one interactive, vibrant rich media player at lightning fast speeds! 

Now Publish panoramas in a variety of formats from cylindrical to 360 X 360 

spherical, Cubical, one shot, even vertical and you’re guaranteed to LOVE the outcome.    
 

Individual Download 

 The Fusion system has made downloading images easy, even for tech-challenged 

customers. Instead of downloading all the images in one large zip file that may confuse 

the customer, the Individual Download page displays a gallery of thumbnail images. 

The customer can simply click the download button to instantly download an image to 

their computer. 

    
 

MagicPlan 

 RTV is proud to offer you MagicPlan. This application (available in the Apple Store) 

allows you to create a floor plan on any iPhone, iPad, or iPod by simply turning 

around the room. Next, press “Send to RTV” and you're done! The next time you 

login to your r Fusion Tour Management System, you can integrate the floor plan 

into your virtual tour, complete with hot spots and directional radar. 

    
 



 

  

Fusion Features 
MySize 

RTV has built the Fusion virtual tour system with a focus on superior quality and 

speedy delivery.  With our new MySize feature, you can bypass our built-in resize and 

compression algorithms, publishing your still images and panoramic images to your 

own specifications. We’ll leave your images alone and allow you to choose the 

resolution and compression settings. No other virtual tour system allows you the 

flexibility of Fusion. 

 Private Tour 
 RealTour Fusion is packed with four very powerful lead generation tools and one of 

our favorites is our Private Tour. Simply enable the private tour in your TMS, assign 

the password or let your client login to their toolbox and do so. Once the Private 

Tour has been enabled, tour viewers are prompted to input a password before 

they’re able to view the virtual tour. Private tour serves as a wonderful lead 

generation tool as well as just one more way to give your clients peace of mind.  

 

Reseller Dashboard 

With most virtual tour systems, you must pay either a monthly fee or a per-tour fee, 

with no money coming back to you. With RTV, you’ll not only reap the benefits of the 

most powerful and easy-to-use virtual tour system on the market, but you’ll also 

earn extra income by referring friends, helping RTV set up national accounts, and 

converting “do-it-yourself” offices to the RTV virtual tour system. RTV pays you a 

generous 20% commission on all accounts that you bring in. Plus, you can login to 

your reseller dashboard to see all referred accounts and commission amounts. 



 

  

Fusion Features 
RTV Radio 

Tired of the same song playing over and over on your virtual tour presentations?  

With the powerful Fusion virtual tour system, you can choose multiple tracks to 

play during specific presentations. If the viewer is still watching your tour when the 

first song completes, we’ll queue up the next song in line. Fusion is all about keeping 

you ahead of the competition. 

Single Property Website Maker 

Creating a single property website is a breeze with Fusion’s built-in Single 

Property Website Maker. After checking to see if your domain name is 

available, you can purchase it directly though Fusion for a small one-time fee—

no ongoing monthly charges!   With RealTour Fusion, your single property 

website will be up and running in less than five minutes, with a polished, 

professional look. 

Smart Titles 
Save time editing your virtual tour by using Smart Titles to quickly name the 

scenes.  As you begin to enter a title, the Smart Titles feature will supply a list to 

choose from, such as Living Room and Master Bedroom, so you don’t have to type 

the whole title. You can modify your Smart Titles list to match your preferred 

titles. 



 

  

EasyMLS 

Fusion really has thought of everything! Simply input your listing's MLS number, 

click a single button, and all of the pertinent listing data appears automatically in 

your tour's amenity fields, including beds, baths, square footage, garage, 

neighborhood, price and more! EasyMLS saves you hours of inputting details—it's 

yet another feature that sets RealTour Fusion above the rest. 

 

Fusion Features 
Tour Showroom 

Ever wish you could take along your five best virtual tours and have them auto-

play throughout a trade show? Are you a real estate agent or broker who would 

like to set up an office display with your hottest listings looping from one to 

another?   Simply click on our Tour Showroom feature and select your favorite 

virtual tours. Fusion will package and download your presentations and create 

an autorun file for easy burning onto a CD. Fusion’s Tour Showroom allows any 

virtual tour provider or real estate agent to make a memorable and professional 

impact. 

 

Tour2QR 
Automatically rip any of your virtual tours to a QR code. Want a printable version? 

Simply enter the size of the QR code you would like to create and our Tour2QR 

creates a QR code of ANY size for you on the fly. Now that’s automation!! 



 

 

  

AutoExposure Engine 

Getting your virtual media out there is easier than ever. With Fusion's powerful, built-

in AutoExposure Engine, listings that feature all the data you use to populate your 

presentations are sent to the most popular real estate portals in a single click: Trulia, 

Zillow, FrontDoor, Oodle, Lycos, Local, HotPads, Vast, Properazzi, Dot Homes, 

Homes.com, HomeSeekers.com, Craigslist, YouTube, and more. The AutoExposure 

Engine gives your virtual tour an average of 50% more viewings! 

 

Tour2Go 2.0 

No Internet connection? No problem! RTV’s new Tour2Go 2.0 is kiosk-ready and runs 

on both PC and Mac. All Tour2Go virtual tours are fully interactive, capable of pointing 

to additional information online, and come in full-screen HD! Get your office lobby 

ready to showcase your best listings all day long.  

 

E-Brochure 

Getting an email with a link to a virtual tour is nice, but getting a slick, organized, and 

graphically pleasing E-Brochure in your inbox is an experience. Any time a viewer uses 

the send-to-friend feature, the system will ask whether they'd like to send a plain e-

mail with a link to the tour, or the more robust E-Brochure.  Your weekly hit report 

will show you how many are clicking through. 

 

Fusion Features 



Auto Flyer Generator 

Struggling with complex third-party software to make flyers is a thing of the past with 

Fusion’s built-in Auto Flyer Generator.  Fusion comes preloaded with 40-plus 

gorgeous flyer templates and layouts, ready for your stunning photography to make 

them complete.  Simply create your virtual tour and activate the Auto Flyer Generator, 

and viewers will be able to print a stunning flyer, complete with QR code, in a single 

click. 

 
VideoRipper 

You've probably heard plenty about the value of incorporating video into your 

presentations—but good video production takes time and money. With Fusion, you'll not 

only save money, you'll also get high-definition video with unparalleled quality and the 

fastest, easiest production process around. 

Once your virtual tour is finalized, the VideoRipper exports your entire production—

including stills, panoramas, video clips, music, and scene-by-scene narration—into a 

single video file. Fusion will then automatically post the finished video file to your 

YouTube account, using your virtual tour description, title, and tags to populate the data. 

You can also download the video file for posting to another site, or for burning onto a DVD 

or CD. It's the easiest video you'll ever produce! 

 

TourVibes 

With all the love for the “Like” button, it was only natural for us to integrate this 

behavior-based lead generator into Fusion. TourVibes allows for instant feedback from 

your interactive virtual tour by letting users click the “Like” button. Turn on TourVibes 

and start collecting contact information, comments, and more from your tour viewers.  

TourVibes writes back to your database, and keeps a downloadable log for importing 

into your favorite CRM. 

 

Fusion Features 



  

 

  Follow This Tour 

Follow This Tour is integrated on the back end of all four Fusion lead generators.  Any 

time a tour viewer looks for more information, they'll have the opportunity to “Follow 

This Tour.” Once clicked, the system will ask the user to input basic contact 

information. The Fusion tour engine then sends that user updates when changes like 

Status Banner or listing price are posted to the virtual tour. Follow This Tour drives 

more traffic to your online tours than ever before. 

 

Hot Spots 3.0 

RealTour Fusion brings hot spots to the next level, with the addition of Animated Hot 

Spots and InfoSpots. Any Hot Spot within a virtual tour can be linked to additional 

virtual tour scenes, URLs on the web, videos, and more. Hot Spots can also open text 

bubbles to provide more info for your viewers. 

 

Fusion Features 

Lead Grabber 

Lead Grabber is a fantastic way to collect and mine data from your virtual tour 

viewers.  When enabled, Lead Grabber prompts the tour viewer for some basic 

information before they’re able to preview the virtual tour. All data and leads are 

stored in your clients' RTV online Toolbox, and can be exported at any time.  

 



 

  
Client Toolbox 

We understand that at the end of the day, what you're looking for is more time—to 

write more proposals, to go after new clients, and of course, more YOU time to reset, 

realign, and refocus. With our new Client Toolbox, you'll save more time than ever, 

because updating your listings is a snap. Log in any time to make quick edits to your 

tours, such as listing price changes, new phone numbers, profile adjustments, banner 

swaps, and more. 

 

Double Agent 

Creating virtual tours for multiple agents or teams is easy with Fusion. Our media 

player elegantly fades in and out from one agent to the next, displaying each individual's 

photo and contact information. If you co-list properties or have group listings, our 

Double Agent feature will help you gain more exposure for everyone involved in the 

transaction. 

 

MyGallery 2.0 

Virtual tour galleries just got a lot more impressive with our Google Map-enabled 

MyGallery. Each time you create a virtual tour, your Gallery page will auto-populate 

the tour data onto the page. These new galleries are easy to forward to a custom URL, 

and you’re also given a snippet of code so you can embed the page directly into your 

website.  

 

Fusion Features 



 

  Tour Calendar 

With RealTour Fusion’s advanced Tour Scheduler Reminder System, you'll never 

forget to repost to Craigslist or refresh your listing on real estate portal sites again. 

Simply set it and forget it—until our system reminds you, of course! 

 

Drag & Drop Manager 

We wanted to make your transition from Tour Builder 4.0 to RealTour Fusion seamless 

and enjoyable. We also wanted to make sure that anyone would be able to create 

incredible, interactive virtual media presentations with little to no experience. That’s 

why many of the editable regions of your virtual tour manager—from sorting your 

images to adding hot spots—employ a simple drag & drop method that saves you time 

and a big learning curve.   

 

Smart Profiles 

Our new Smart Profiles will save you hours of time each month! Each clients profile 

now remembers tour speed preferences, color scheme, theme layout, preferred flyer 

layout and much more! No more publishing a virtual tour and referring back to a check 

list for each customer to finalize their virtual tour. 
 

Tagit 

Tagit is a fantastic feature that gets your virtual tours more views from the RTV virtual 

tour portal (www.RealTourFusion.com), Google, and your website. Tagit allows you to 

tag your virtual tours with additional information that home buyers are searching for: 

waterfront, acreage, open floor plan, shared frontage, vacant land, and any other 

distinctive features that will help RTV properly categorize your virtual tour. These 

same tags are used automatically to populate your video tour on YouTube. 

 

Fusion Features 



 

  Status Banners 

Our pre-loaded status banners will help you generate excitement for your 

presentations.  When you log in to TMS and mark listings as SOLD, PRICE REDUCED, 

SALE PENDING, JUST LISTED, and more, the Fusion status banner will automatically 

reflect your updated listing status. 

 

HitStats 2.0 

Fusion takes virtual tour traffic reporting to the next level by providing you and your 

clients with more data than ever before. We now feature a full breakdown of traffic 

and stats by day, month, quarter, and year.  Our highly detailed reports show you the 

number of times your virtual tour has been emailed, downloaded, shared on social 

sites, viewed on a mobile phone, and sent to friends. We've also enabled Fusion to 

track the number of times various tools on the virtual tour are used, like the E-Flyer 

and the Printable Brochure.  Ever wonder how many hits a virtual tour received in a 

certain month, compared to another? Now, you can log in to your TMS and access a 

virtual tour’s entire history in just one click. 

 

Tours2RSS 

Now each virtual tour provider is given an RSS feed for their virtual tours. Use the 

RSS feed to AutoBlog on your favorite WordPress, Blogger or other blog so you don’t 

have to lift a finger to build more back links to your virtual tours and of course get 

more eyes on them. Use the RSS feed to create an automatic HotSheet that will get 

emailed out to your database. Simply pair your feed up with Aweber or your favorite 

email management system. Tour2RSS is available on the RTV dealer level, the client 

/ realtor level and also on the broker level so you’re able to assist your customers 

into setting up pumper specific to a single brokerage, a team or an individual client / 

agent. 

Fusion Features 



 

  
RTV Map Widget 

The RTV Map Widget is one of the coolest features in the Fusion system.  Each 

agent and brokerage is assigned their very own Map Widget to embed into any 

page of their website. Simply create a virtual tour, add tags with Tagit, and then 

check your map to find the tour. Visitors to your website can search your RTV Map 

Widget based on location, tour type (tags), price, or any other criteria that you’ve 

included in your interactive virtual media.  

 

SpiderLinks 2.0 

 It’s a proven fact that there’s no better ranking virtual tour on the market than one 

from RTV. RTV virtual tours are known to pull rank in the search engines on 

property address, business name and even in some cases agent / owner name! 

RealTour Fusion kicks it up a notch by giving you, the virtual tour provider even 

more control on how your virtual tours will rank. Now you can easily modify 

underlying virtual tour META Data for your customers. Charge a fee or do it for 

free, the choice is yours. That’s the amazing freedom that Fusion gives you. Not 

sure what to put into the fields? Don’t worry because our system will still 

automatically input what we think should be a good fit for you and your customers 

tour in most cases. 

 

Fusion Features 



 

  RealTour Fusion Tour Portal 

Over one billion tours served! That’s right—since 1999, RTV has served up over a 

billion virtual tours and counting. Now, every presentation created by our thousands of 

users around the world can be found on our RealTour Fusion Tour Portal. The portal 

incorporates the RTV Map Widget and displays all interactive virtual media 

presentations in a searchable format. The RealTour Fusion Tour Portal has been 

designed to rank high on search engines, delivering even more exposure for your 

listings. 

 

TinyTURLS 

Instantly transform your long virtual tour links into smaller, more manageable tour 

URLs with TinyTURLS. Simply click the TinyTURLS button to generate a custom short 

URL that points directly to your online virtual tour.  All TinyTURLS begin with 

www.TinyTURLS.com/ Use our TinyTURLS when you’re looking to save space in any 

of your print ads, in MLS systems that require shorter URLs, or when tweeting. 

 

Fusion Features 

Freedom Zoom 

If you enjoyed the random pan-and-scan effect of our V-Slide from Tour Builder 4.0, 

you’re going to love the way RealTour Fusion takes animating your HD still images to 

the next level. FreedomZoom gives you even more customization options—choose 

zoom-in or zoom-out, as well as start and stop points, allowing you to highlight special 

features within your images. Don’t want to take the time to choose each start and stop 

point? Let RealTour Fusion mix it up with our built-in randomizer. 

 



 

  Every month, hundreds of our users log on for two brand-

new episodes of The FORMULA—an information-packed 

sales and marketing webinar hosted by our vice president, 

Jason LaVanture, and frequently featuring a guest host. Learn 

SEO, email marketing, blogging, social networking, and 

more—for free! 

 

The IMAGE is an hour-long show that covers introductory and 

advanced photography tips, and explains how to capture the 

best images when shooting images for property marketing 

purposes. We also explore some useful techniques that our 

photographers can use to take advantage of Adobe Photoshop, 

elevated shots, night shots, filter usage, flash usage, and more!  

 
For those just joining our network, we have over thirty archived episodes that you can listen to at your 

leisure. The IMAGE was originally created to provide RTV photographers with tips and tricks to help 

improve their photography for our national contract accounts, and the show has exceeded our 

expectations by helping thousands of our users win more business in their local markets, too.  

 

Social Realty is a brand new show hosted by RTV’s Amber 

Murray.  Amber is a social marketing guru who helps real 

estate agents, brokers, and other companies build stronger 

brands through social media. 

 
Social Realty will be aired multiple times each week, and RTV virtual tour providers are encouraged to 

attend these shows to learn tips and tricks, which they can then share with their own customers.  

 

Connecting & Learning 

http://www.realtourvision.com/image/index.php
http://www.realtourvision.com/image/index.php


 

  The RTV Virtual Tour Blog hosts a wealth of information 

published by thousands of our customers. Here, you'll gain 

firsthand insight into what other RTV customers are doing 

to get the most out of their RTV system. 

 The content is typically updated daily, and you can also subscribe to our blog feed for instant notification 

of updates. Pick up the phone and call some providers from the blog—you'll be surprised at how closely 

our customers work with each other. 

 

Connecting & Learning 

 
RTV Keeps You Competitive in an Aggressive Market 

 

Now more than ever, real estate agents and brokers need powerful marketing strategies to stay ahead of 
the game. That’s why we take our training one step further, and actually teach you how to use blogging, 
SEO, and social networking to enhance your sales and client retention. Through a three-month social 
networking course that takes just one hour a week, you'll be exposed to different social networks, social 
bookmarking sites, proven SEO techniques, and an entire network of people standing by to help you 
grow your business fast! Ongoing training is included as a FREE benefit of joining our network. This 
marketing bonus, coupled with our monthly newsletter, training programs, and webinars, keeps you 
updated and educated. You'll learn how to create and maintain the visibility and the competitive edge you 
need for maximum online exposure in an aggressive market. 
 

PLUS! Our virtual tour viewer is search engine optimized and offers geographical targeting features. This 
means YOUR virtual tours appear more quickly in search engine results for your area. Individual virtual 
tours can be targeted for different areas, so you can rest assured that each virtual tour is specifically 
targeted to your location.   

 

 

SEO and Social Networking Training 
RTV understands that although we are in the virtual 

tour industry, we are first and foremost in the  
 

PROPERTY MARKETING BUSINESS 
  

http://www.virtualtourprovider.com/


 

  Our FusionMax X3 is the perfect solution for large brokerages or individual agents looking 
to differentiate and excel. Our X3 head ensures flawless image stitching, and will work 

with any digital SLR or point-and-shoot camera. Use our FusionMax X3 to take advantage 
of the powerful features we’ve built into the Fusion System. 

 

FusionMax X3  $599 + Monthly  Limited Availability  
 

Hardware:  
• Rotator X3 Panoramic Tripod Head 

 

Software: 
• Professional Photo Stitching Software & Training 
• Tour Manager Software & Training 

 

Support:   
• Camera Setup, Calibration 
• Ongoing Software Updates  
• Unlimited Toll Free Technical Support  

 

Marketing & Learning:   
• 3 Monthly Talk Show Invites 
• Ongoing Blogging, SEO, and Social Network Marketing Training 

 
Monthly Publishing Fee for Unlimited Usage: 

• $29.95 Per Agent / Month  
Large offices, please call for bulk rates 

 
 
All builder kit packages include office setup, training and unlimited technical 
support for one individual office virtual tour coordinator. Training and 
technical support for multiple agents is available for an additional setup fee of 
$99 per user.  
 
 
 
 

Builder Kits & Pricing 

http://www.realtourvision.com/Kit-Order.php
http://www.realtourvision.com/Kit-Order-IHD.php


 

  Our Fusion HD + Interactive Virtual Media solution is available in two different formats, 
allowing you to select the features you want to offer in your marketing package.  Choose our HD 

Stills + Full Motion Video package to offer a variety of content to your clients, and select HD 
Stills for a lower-cost solution that's still packed with all of Fusion's powerful marketing tools.  
Need panoramic photography? RTV has the largest network of full service providers, ready to 

serve you. 
 

Fusion HD+  $99.00 + Monthly 
                             
 

Software: 
• Tour Manager Software & Training 

 
Support:   

• Camera Setup 
• Ongoing Software Updates  
• Unlimited Toll Free Technical Support  

 

Marketing & Learning:   
• 3 Monthly Talk Show Invites 
• Ongoing Blogging, SEO, and Social Network Marketing Training 

 
Monthly Publishing Fees for Unlimited Usage: 

• $29.95 Per Agent / Month (HD Stills + Full Motion Video) 
• $15.00 Per Agent / Month (HD Stills) 

Large offices, please call for bulk rates 
 
 
 
All builder kit packages include office setup, training and unlimited technical 
support for one individual office virtual tour coordinator. Training and technical 
support for multiple agents is available for an additional setup fee of $99 per 
user.  
 

Builder Kits & Pricing 

http://www.realtourvision.com/Kit-Order.php
http://www.realtourvision.com/Kit-Order-IHD.php


 

  Choosing RTV to drive your online marketing presence, enhance your website, or take 
care of all of your real estate marketing needs is an intelligent business decision. We 
encourage you to research the industry, and contact an RTV account representative with 
any questions you may have. 
 

If you're wondering how we rank against other virtual tour technologies, please send us 
your competitive comparisons and we'll happily discuss them with you. We are one of the 
oldest virtual tour companies in the industry, having led the way since 1999. Our clients 
receive more in-depth, professional advice and support from our staff and photography 
network than any other virtual tour company can provide.  
 

Discover all the ways RTV can enhance your presence on the web by contacting us today. 
Your satisfaction with us is 100% guaranteed! 
 

 
 

 

RTV Virtual Tours: Captivating, professional—and 
most importantly, effective! 

RTV- Industry Leader 


